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Resonance is a card and black-magic game for 3 to 5 players (and up 
to 8 in Team mode). each player embodies a dangerous and determined 
Witch who is trying to summon a Demon to take revenge for an offense 
and appease her grudge.

To summon your 
, you must validate 3 combinations of Ritual objects placed on the 
playing area.

Introduction

to the pernicious rules

R12esonance4

Than The enTRy poinT inTo an evil woRld 
wheRe TheRe aRe no fRiends.

mopinG abouT your failures Won’T help you 
achieve your Goal, WiTch!

you are responsible for The Demons, spiriTs 
anD curses you invoke 

usinG The formulas conTaineD
in This book.

This grimoire is none other 

Be prepared!

This is a warning!

Formulas found within have been compiled from many centuries of black magic practice.

With precise description and detailed presentation

W11itch!

S8tate your purpose12...
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B11ox Ingredients21

‡  thIs rule Book ‡

‡  8 WItch cards ‡

‡  13 artIfact cards ‡

‡  6 help cards ‡

‡  21 IncantatIon cards ‡

‡  8 moon cards ‡

‡  8 demon cards ‡

‡  8 spell cards ‡

‡  80 rItual oBjects cards ‡

‡  18 transIent oBject cards ‡

each of the spell cards is different 
and matches a Witch card. artifact cards are numbered with 

values from 1 to 13.

The moon cards are numbered 
from 1 to 8 and must be placed in 
the correct order!

incantation cards are numbered 
with values from 1 to 21.

x32 herb cards

x7 herb cards

x26 mineral cards

x6 mineral cards

x22 potion cards

x5 potion cards
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S12etup22

Players sit in a circle around 
the playing area. Each 
player receives a Help card.

Place the Moon cards to 
form a circle in the center of 
the playing area; the New 
Moon card will be the first 
Moon to be locked.

Form 3 face-up decks for each of the 3 
types of Ritual Object cards (purple back).

Shuffle the 13 Artifact 
cards and form a face-up 
deck.

Shuffle the 21 Incantation 
cards and form a face-up 
deck.

Shuffle the gold-backed Transient Object 
cards. Then, place them to the side of the 
playing area, face down. A Transient Object 
is revealed each round.

1

2

3

4 5

6
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G12oal of the game21

as a Witch, you must activate three combinations of Ritual objects 
during the different Moon phases (the different game rounds) to 
summon your Demon.
each Demon has different combinations of ritual objects, which is why 
each Witch must influence the activation of the moons to her favor.
To take your revenge, be the first to summon your Demon.

S12tarting a Game14

selectIng the demon to summon
starting with the youngest player and going clockwise, deal 1 Demon card 
face up to each player.
players place the Demon card in front of them, visible to all players until 
the end of the game.

selectIon of the WItch
Deal 2 spell cards to the youngest player—that player chooses and 
keeps one of the cards and puts the second under the deck of spell 
cards. continue in this manner for each player, moving in a clockwise 
direction. with 5 players, shuffle the remaining spell cards before 
dealing 2 to the 5th player.

each player also takes the Witch card corresponding to their spell card 
and places it on top of it. unselected Witch and spell cards are kept to the 
side of the playing area.

startIng rItual oBject cards
each player receives 3 ritual object cards, one of each object type, which 
they add to their hands (not visible to the other players). 
The three cards received are:

‡  1 herb card
‡  1 Mineral card
‡  1 potion card

startIng artIfact card
each player receives 1 artifact card        and adds it to their hand.

note: players may have any number of cards in their hand during the 
game.

on The playing aRea

in hand

R12esonance4
or the Art of Summoning

3 To 5 playeRs
multIplayer mode
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G9ame Overview12

The game is played over a series of rounds. each round locks one of the 8 
moons which are placed in the center of the playing area. The first round 
always starts from the new moon (i), then round after round, play the 
moons in order.

I. Reveal a TRansIenT ObjecT caRd
at the start of each round, a card from the Transient object deck 
(golden back) is revealed and placed in the center of the circle 
formed by the moon cards.

II. each PlayeR Plays an acTIOn
all players play at the same time. They must perform one of the 7 available 
actions:

‡  play a ritual object card from your hand, face down
‡  play an artifact card from your hand, face down
‡  play an incantation card from your hand, face down, to cast one of your 
Witch’s spells
‡  Draw 2 ritual object cards
‡  Draw 1 artifact card
‡  Trade ritual objects to break free from a sigil
‡  Trade ritual objects to change your Demon card

note: it is mandatory to perform an action each 
round.

There is no player order, players 
will have to be quick to perform 
an action before an opponent.

D9etail of Possible Actions11

Play a RITual ObjecT caRd 
fROm yOuR hand, face dOwn

place a ritual object card face down in the center of the 
playing area. each ritual object influences the moon, 
which will be locked at the end of the round. The ritual 
object is revealed during the resolution phase (see the 
Resolution section for more details).

There are 3 types of ritual objects::
‡ herb card    ‡ mineral card ‡ potion card

Play an aRTIfacT caRd 
fROm yOuR hand, face dOwn

place an artifact card        face down in the center of the playing 
area. artifact cards are used to remove all the cards of 
one type of Ritual object (herb, mineral, or potion cards) 
from the playing area. 

The artifact card is revealed and activated during the 
resolution phase (see the Resolution section for more 
details).

after use, artifact cards are permanently removed 
from the game.

Tip: novices tend to use their artifact cards in the early rounds, but savvy 
Witches know that saving them for later rounds is the best decision.

note: if several players play an artifact card during the same round, the 
number indicated on the artifact card specifies the order of activation, in 
descending order (i.e. highest to lowest).

if no ritual object card is present in the center of the playing area, the 
artifact card is immediately discarded.

Play an IncanTaTIOn caRd fROm yOuR hand, 
face dOwn, TO casT One Of yOuR wITch’s sPell

place an incantation card     face down in the center of the playing area. 
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incantation cards are used to cast the Witches’ spells. each 
Witch has 3 different spells specified on her card. all spells cost 
1 incantation card.

The Witches’ spells are revealed, announced and activated 
during the resolution phase. a player can only use one spell 
per round.

note: if several players play an incantation card during the same round, 
the number indicated on the incantation card specifies the order of 
activation, in descending order.

dRaw 2 RITual ObjecT caRds
The player immediately draws 2 ritual object cards from the 3 available 
decks and adds them directly to their hand. The player chooses which 
decks to draw from: herb cards      , mineral cards        or potion cards      . 
it is possible to draw the same type of card twice.

note: if the deck of a type of card is empty, the player cannot obtain that 
card type.

dRaw 1 aRTIfacT caRd
Draw 1 artifact card      from the artifact deck and add it directly to your 
hand. artifact cards are limited to 13 per game.

note: if the artifact deck is empty, it is no longer possible to perform this 
action.

TRade RITual ObjecTs 
TO bReak fRee fROm a sIgIl 

one of the spells common to all players is to cast a sigil on an enemy 
Witch, which prevents the latter from playing artifact cards. if a player 
ends up with their Witch card sealed by another Witch, they can discard 
1 Mineral card       and 1 potion card       from their hand to free 
themselves from the sigil. 

The incantation card      placed on their Witch card, as well as the ritual 
object cards used, are permanently discarded from the game.

note: if the player is not blocked by a sigil, it is not possible to perform 
this action.

TRade RITual ObjecTs 
TO change yOuR demOn caRd

immediately discard 1 herb card     , 1 Mineral card     , and 1 
potion card       from your hand to exchange your demon and get 
a new Demon card. The player then chooses the Demon card they wish to 
take. The previous Demon card returns to the Demon card deck and can 
be selected again later in the game.

Resonance is a game that does not forgive indecision, so if several 
players want to change Demons during the same round, it is the first who 
announces their intention, who selects their Demon first.

note: your new Demon retains all obtained summoning levels from your 
previous Demon.

III. ResOluTIOn Phase
several actions must be performed at the end of a round to determine 
which ritual object will activate the round’s moon.
To do so, reveal all the cards placed in the center of the playing area 
and then resolve the actions in the following order:

if incanTaTion carDs are revealeD
The incantation cards     activate the Witches’ spells at the beginning 
of the resolution phase. each spell is specific to each Witch (see Spells 
section for more details on Spell effects).

The active player announces the chosen spell aloud, even if it is activated 
at the end of the round. if multiple players played an incantation card 
during the same round, the number indicated on the card specifies the 
order of activation, in descending order.

incantation cards used during the round are permanently 
discarded from the game

Example: the Transient object of the round is a potion. 
blanchefleur plays an incantation with a value of 11, 
Thylane plays an incantation with a value of 5, and Zinnia 
plays an incantation with a value of 1.
blanchefleur uses her first spell and plays 1 herb card, 
which value equals the sum of 3 played cards. Thylane 
also uses her first spell, which transforms her card into an 
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artifact with a value of 0. Zinnia chooses to place a sigil on Thylane at 
the end of the round. Thylane uses her artifact to remove the herb card. 
only the potion card remains in the center; it will lock the round’s moon.

if arTifacT carDs are revealeD
The player who played the artifact card      remove all the ritual object 
cards with the same type (i.e. herb, mineral, or potion).

if multiple players played an artifact card during the same round, 
the number indicated on the card specifies the order of activation, in 

descending order.

Example: in the center of the circle are 2 potion cards, 
1 mineral card, 1 herb card, and 2 artifact cards 
(numbered 12 and 4). The player who placed the #12 
artifact card takes their turn in the resolution phase 
first (since their artifact card is the highest value) 
and removes the 2 potion cards. next, the player who 
played the value-4 artifact card removes the mineral 
card. The herb card is the only card left, which means 
it will lock this round’s moon.

artifact cards used during the round are permanently removed 
from the game.

if riTual objecT carDs are sTill presenT in The cenTer of 
The playinG area
all ritual object cards played in the center of the playing area are 
separated by type and counted to determine the ritual object that will 
lock the current moon. The type of ritual object with most cards activates 
the round’s moon.

in the event of a tie, Mineral cards       take precedence over 
herb cards      , and potion cards      take precedence over both 
herb       and Mineral       cards.

Example: in the center of the circle are 2 mineral cards and 

I

II

III

level i

level ii

level iii

x1

2 herb cards. because the mineral cards take precedence over herb 
cards in the event of a tie, a mineral card will lock the current moon. 

place one of the most numerous ritual object cards on the 
moon to lock it. Then permanently remove the other cards 
for the rest of the game.

note: the moons are locked in order, starting with the new moon (i).

if no Ritual object card is present in the center of the playing 
area after using artifact cards or spells, end the round. Then, play 
another round to lock the same moon. The validation of a Demon or seals 
is carried out even if the moon has not been activated.

Until a Moon is locked, players cannot move on to the next one.

Iv. end Of a ROund
at the end of the round, players 
must check their Demon card’s 
summoning level. demon 
cards have 3 summoning 
levels to complete in order to 
permanently summon them.

if the symbols of the ritual objects 
placed on the moons correspond to 
a summoning level on your Demon, 
the matching summoning level is 
activated. To activate a level, the 
lower level must first be activated 
on a previous round.

note: the symbols do not have 
to be placed in the same order 
as on the demon card.

if, at the end of the 
round, a player’s Demon 
has reached a level, they 
announce out loud the 

level reached. That player then immediately draws an 
incantation card and adds it to their hand.

a level can only be activated once per game.

< <
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it is not possible to activate several demon levels per round, 
even if the combinations of 2 levels are present at the same time.

full Moon
When the 5th moon (full moon v) is locked, all players who 
didn’t validate level 1 of their Demon card immediately draw 1 
incantation card and add it to their hand.

additional lunar Month
if the 8th moon has been locked but no Demons have reached their final 
summoning level, and if there are still Transient object cards left, the 
players will start the process of locking moons over again, returning to 
the new moon (i).
at the start of the round, the ritual object previously placed on the moon 
to be relocked is discarded. Then the game continues by revealing a 
Transient object and player actions.

E12nd of a Game22

The game ends if a player activates all 3 levels of their demon 
card. only one Demon card can be summoned at a time, so only one 
player will be declared the winner and be able to summon their Demon 
and achieve their revenge.

after the 8th moon (Waxing crescent viii) is locked, if all the Witches 
except one end up with a sigil on their spell cards, the Witch without 
a sigil wins the game. This rule only applies if no demons are 
summoned during the round.

if all Transient object cards have been revealed, the game ends 
and nobody wins.

x1

D6emons20

beriTh
demon of lIes

focalor
demon of droWnIngs

eliGos
demon of War

Gremory
demon of love

The 8 Demons of Resonance will serve you and meet your needs…
if you pay the price required for their services.

Warning: the Demons named eligos and harborym are the hardest to 
summon. you have been warned…

murmur
demon of the dead

vepar
demon of dIseases

haborym
demon of arson

valefar
demon of thIeves
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S5pells17

There are several types of spells. The following contains clarifications on 
some of the terminology.

place a sigil on an opposing witch to prevent her from playing 
artifact cards

place a sigil on a Witch. This will block the use of the 
targeted Witch’s artifact cards on their turn, and also 
benefits you if no Demon is summoned after the 8th moon. 
To cast a sigil spell, place the incantation card used during 
the round on the Witch card your wish to seal. 

a witch can only have one sigil at a time.

change the incantation card
your incantation card is immediately transformed as indicated on your 
spell card. it is not necessary to draw or add another card to symbolize this 
transformation.

play a card from your hand
play a card from your hand to the center of the playing area. play as many 
cards as indicated by the spell.

Remove a card from the center of the playing area
When it is your turn to activate your incantation, remove the cards as 
indicated by your spell.

a Transient object is considered a Ritual object.

note: a card transformed into an artifact before the action can also be 
removed. a card that is worth 3 cards of the same ritual object does 
however count as a single card if it needs to be removed from the center of 
the playing area.

change a card
When a spell changes Demons and spell cards, they are not permanently 
removed from the game; they can be taken back if the spell is cast again.
a Witch targeted by a spell card or Demon card change chooses her new 
card from the reserve on the side of the playing area.

draw one or More cards
perform this action by drawing your card(s) from the indicated face-up 
deck(s).

if one of the decks indicated by the spell is empty, the spell can still be cast, 
but part of it is lost.
Example: immediately play 1 Ritual Object card from your hand. Then 
draw an Artifact card - if there are no more artifacts, this part of the spell 
is simply lost.

discard a card from your hand
cards discarded due to a spell are permanently removed from the game. 
The targeted Witch chooses the cards to discard in her hand. 
if a player must discard one or more cards from their hand, but does not 
have the required cards to discard, the spell is invalid and nothing happens. 
be careful who you target!

artifact and incantation cards are not Ritual objects!

at the end of the Round
The spells cast at the end of the round are performed when the round 
ends, after the verification of the summoning of Demons. at the end of 
the round means after the validation of the levels of Demons and sigils 
of the round. The effect of a sigil on a Witch is taken into account from 
the next round.
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vuoko
sWamp creature
« There is no age to give me a heart with your tender and juicy flesh. » 

Zinnia
florentIne gypsy

« i see a decision, a painful end and a prodigious 
satisfaction. »

2

5

8 6

2

5

8 6

virÁG
entomophagous recluse

« Grind the bones of my enemies to concoct a 
little pick-me-up. »

2

5

8 6

W1itches14

blanchefleur
soul crossIng
« The place is deserted, yet they can feel my presence.»

évanThe
duBIous herBalIst

« let’s take care of the weeds. »

calanThe
BItter queen

« let’s not end it too quickly; i want to enjoy 
every moment. »

myosoTis
WIld sentInel

« The call of the forest…no one can resist it 
for long. »

There are 8 Witches in this region who want revenge; 
check out their profiles below.

2

5

8 6

2

5

8 6

2

5

8 6

2

5

8 6

Thylane
cruel chIld

« one, two, three—find a casualty. four, five, six—put it on a crucifix. 
seven, eight, nine—under the shade of a pine. Ten, eleven, twelve—in his 
flesh i will delve. »

2

5

8 6
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R12esonance4
or unity makes despair

foR 6, 7 oR 8 playeRs

G12oal of the game211
each team of two Witches has one common Demon card. The objective 
for the team is to activate the 3 levels of the Demon in order to be the first 
team to summon it and thus achieve victory.

Team mode allows you to play Resonance with a larger number of 
players. each team is made up of 2 Witches who join forces to summon 
the Demon that will allow them to inflict a common vengeance. 

if there is an odd number of players, one of the players will play two 
Witches alone. however, this will not be an easy exercise, so be sure of 
yourself before starting the ritual.

S12tarting a Game1

players posItIon
Teammates sit side by side. During the game, players from the same team 
can talk to each other out loud and show each other their respective cards.

selectIng the demon to summon
Deal 1 Demon card face up to each team, starting with the youngest team 
(add teammates’ ages), then continuing clockwise. 

each team keeps the Demon card in front of them, visible to all players, 
until the end of the game.

selectIon of the WItches
Deal 2 spell cards to each team, starting with the youngest team (add 
teammates’ ages), then continuing clockwise.

each player chooses the spell card of the Witch they will play for the 
game. each team will also designate a high Witch who will retain that 
title until the end of the game. The high Witch will receive the incantation 
cards when a Demon level is passed. The other player is referred to as the 
lesser Witch.

players place their spell card in front of them until the end of the game. 
each player also takes the Witch card corresponding to their spell card 
and places it above their spell card.

startIng rItual oBject cards
each player receives 3 ritual object cards and adds them to their hand:

‡  1 herb card
‡  1 Mineral card
‡  1 potion card

startIng artIfact card
each player receives 1 artifact card       and adds it to their hand. 

G9ame Overview12
a game takes place in the same way as the multiplayer mode — each round 
activates one of the 8 moons located in the center of the playing area.

I. Reveal a TRansIenT ObjecT caRd
as in the multiplayer mode, at the start of each round, a Transient 
object card is revealed and placed in the center of the summoning 
circle formed by the moon cards.

team mode
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II. each PlayeR Plays an acTIOn
all players play simultaneously. They must perform an action among the 
7 available actions:

‡  play a ritual object card from your hand, face down
‡  play an artifact card from your hand, face down
‡  play an incantation card from your hand, face down, to cast one of your 
Witch’s spells
‡  Draw 2 ritual object cards
‡  Draw 1 artifact card
‡  Trade ritual objects to break free from a sigil
‡  Trade ritual objects to change your Demon card

note: it is mandatory to perform an action each round.

III. ResOluTIOn Phase
The resolution phase is similar to the multiplayer mode. When 
determining which ritual object will lock the current moon, do so in the 
following hierarchy: spells, artifacts, then counting the types and number 
of ritual objects.

note: in team mode, spells, which targeted all other Witches in 
multiplayer, target each of the opposing teams’ Witches.

Iv. end Of a ROund
at the end of each round, teams must check their Demon card’s summoning 
level. Demon cards have 3 summoning levels to complete in order 
to permanently summon them. 

if one of the Demon’s summoning levels is completed, that team 
only receives one incantation card       , which is added to the 
high Witch’s hand.

full Moon
When the 5th moon (full moon v) is locked, all teams that didn’t 
validate the first level of their Demon card immediately draw 1 
incantation card      and add it to the hand of the lesser witch. 

x1

additional lunar Month
if the 8th moon has been locked but no Demons have reached their final 
summoning level, if there are Transient object cards left, the teams will 
start the process of locking moons over once more, beginning once again 
with the new moon (i). 
at the start of the round, the ritual object previously placed on the moon 
to be relocked is discarded. Then the game continues with the reveal of a 
Transient object and the player actions.

E12nd of a Game22

as in the multiplayer mode, the game ends if a team activates all 3 
levels of their demon card. only one Demon can only be summoned 
at a time, so only one team will be declared the winner and able to 
summon their Demon to achieve their revenge.

after the 8th moon (Waxing crescent viii) is locked, if all the high Witches 
but one end up with a sigil on their Witch, the latter wins the game. This 
rule only applies if no Demons are summoned during the round.

note: it is possible to place a sigil on a lesser Witch, but this will not affect 
the victory of the team.

if all Transient object cards have been revealed, the game ends 
and no teams win.
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